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BOOK REVIEWS. 
Cheltenham and District Naturalists' Society. Report for 1951-1952. Obtainable 

from L. W. Hayward, 40 High Street, Prestbury, Cheltenham. 2s. 6d. 
WHILE we welcome this first printed bird report from Cheltenham for 1951 and 
1952 we must look forward to far-reaching improvements in subsequent years. 
The Ornithological Notes for both years combined cover only 4 pages (against 
14 for Botany and 5 for Entomology), and this is obviously inadequate for such 
an area—incidentally its boundaries and extent are not indicated. There is 
brief mention of only 47 species, the scientific names of eleven of these being 
misprinted, while in certain cases subspecific names are unnecessarily inserted, 
the Stonechat being listed for no apparent reason as theresae. B.O.U. Check-
List order is followed, and the aim has been "a record of the less common 
species observed in our area" but the material appears too scanty to permit 
drawing conclusions. A Rose-coloured Starling recorded for the unusual date 
of March 30th seems to have been correctly identified, but the reader is left 
guessing how and why an immature gull "was identified by the distinct ear 
spots seen at close quarters" as a Little Gull. E.M.N. 

Parrots and Parrot-like Birds. By the Duke of Bedford. (All Pets Books Inc., 
Wisconsin, U.S.A., 1954). pp-210, illus., including colour plate. Distributed 
in Britain by Bailey Bros. & Swinfen Ltd., London. 48s. 

THE author of this book was not only a skilled aviculturist who made a lifelong 
study of psittacine birds but a sincere and humane man with the courage of 

his convictions. In this work, as often before elsewhere, he condemns the 
practice of incarcerating such active and intelligent birds as the larger parrots 
and macaws in minute cages or chaining them to a metal perch. The reviewer 
also wonders why no action is ever taken against those persons and institutions 
who keep parrots in such a manner whereas a poor man who meted out such 
treatment to a lark or a Linnet would instantly have proceedings taken against 
him. 

This book gives descriptions of all parrots (using the term in its widest 
possible sense) that are at all likely to be obtainable in this country and advice 
on how to treat them, what species can be kept at liberty, and how to produce 
"homing" strains of Budgerigars. It is thus indispensable to all who keep or 
wish to keep such birds. Further, nobody interested in bird-behaviour can 
afford to ignore this book. It contains a very great deal of information about 
i'he behaviour of many species, most of which have been very little, if at all, 
studied in a natural state. The fact that some of these observations were made 
on birds permitted to fly at full liberty makes them of greater value. Even 
those more serious-minded ethologists, who, unlike the reviewer, consider the 
author's humorous and conversational style as so much chaff, will find that they 
do not have to scratch long in it before finding plenty of wheat. D. G. 

Herefordshire Birds. By H. A. Gilbert & C. W. Walker. (Woolhope Naturalists' 
Field Club, c/o City Library, Broad St., Hereford, 1954). 2s. 6d. 

IN this brief account of 57 pages it will be found; that details of the status of 
birds that nest in Herefordshire afford a specially useful addition to our know
ledge of British birds. The Raven, which nested until 1880, began to recolonize 
the county in 1924 and at least 12 pairs nested in 1952. The Little Owl was 
first recorded in 1918 and is now widely distributed. The Buzzard, extinct early 
in this century, returned 35 years ago and now breeds freely. The Woodcock 
has greatly increased as a breeding bird and the Black-headed Gull has been 
added to the county's list of nesting birds during the present century. 

On the debit side, Kite and Honey Buzzard no longer nest, although the Kite 
has been seen in the county in recent years. As in other parts of England Red-
backed Shrike, Wryneck, Black Grouse and Corncrake have decreased almost 
to extinction; the Lesser Spotted Woodpecker's and Tree Sparrow's numbers 
have been greatly reduced by the felling of ancient orchards—a factor which, no 
doubt, helped to give the Wryneck a final push towards virtual extinction. 
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Regular nesters include the Woodlark in good numbers, the Pied Flycatcher 
in suitable habitats, several pairs of Reed Warblers in one spot, Marsh Warblers 
since at least 1938, the Nightingale in a number of localities, the Common Sand
piper in several valleys, Red Grouse in the Black Mountains and a few in the 
south-west. Few duck breed: only Mallard, a few Teal, 2 or 3 pairs of Shoveler, 
and Tufted occasionally. Occasional nesters include the Corn Bunting which 
has nested once or twice; the Cirl Bunting is almost as rare; the Willow Tit 
has been seldom identified; and the Hobby, though it possibly nests annually, 
is scarce. 

Evidently there are few places to attract passage waders. For example, the 
Ruff, now so often seen inland in other western counties, has occurred only 
twice, and other common waders have been seen just as seldom. There are 
many notes of casual visitors such as Nutcracker, Tawny Pipit, White-tailed 
Eagle, Little Bittern and many other vagrants, all of which are carefully-
recorded, but it is for the estimate of the present status of breeding species that 
this book will be most valued by the general reader. 

The authors make special mention of the help given them by Mr. R. H. Baillie, 
editor of the Herefordshire Ornithological Club's annual reports. A.W.B. 

The Birds of Malta. By E. L. Roberts, (Progress Press, Malta, 1954)- PP- J68. 
12s. 6d. 

THE extent to which birds are persecuted in Malta by gun and trap has to be 
seen to be believed, and is no credit to British rule. We join with the author 
in hoping that this book, which is published in Malta, will help to stimulate the 
right sort of interest and to improve the reception awaiting birds on the island. 
Although the book deals with 319 species, of which 125 may be expected fairiy 
regularly, the number of breeding birds has fallen to about 16 species, and the 
strength of many passage migrants has been severely reduced during the past 
century. 

This is the first book to appear on the birds of Malta and it is a handy guide 
to what may be seen. It contains a compilation of published records, many of 
which are not readily available elsewhere, together with a number of recent 
unpublished observations of the author and one or two others; a list of addenda 
including some 1954 records brings it right up-to-date. With regard to the older 
material the author states in the preface that about 100 of Despott's records 
must be regarded as suspect, yet they are included here "for the sake of com
pleteness". This seems an unfortunate decision, particularly as Despott's 
records are quoted in the main text without any qualification and several species 
have been recorded by no-one else. A recent sight record of Arctic Skua, new 
to the island's list and not apparently published elsewhere, would have been more 
complete if some supporting description had been given. Regarding other sea 
birds, the Gannet is now considered to be a regular winter visitor in small 
numbers; there are no recent breeding records of Manx Shearwater, while the 
indications are that numbers of Cory's Shearwater and Storm Petrel are much 
smaller than formerly, although a complete investigation of the nesting islets 
has not been made. 

Treatment is usually brief. In the case of rarer birds it is limited to a line or 
two listing the occurrences. For less rare birds status is summarized and a 
paragraph or two added giving some details of habits and description, the last 
of course desirable to increase the general usefulness and appeal of the book but 
unfortunately rather weak in some instances. They are supported by 8 plates of 
drawings by the author, figuring 29 species. P.A.D.H. 

Gilbert White. By R. M. Lockley. (Witherby, London, 1954). pp. 125. gs. 6d 
II'. H. Hudson. By Ruth Tomalin. (Witherby, London, 1954). pp. 143, ' plate. 

9s. 6d. 
Thoreau. By William Condry. (Witherby, London, 1954). pp. n4> ? plate. 

9s. 6d. 
THE publishers, editor (R. M. Lockley) and authors of this new series of short 
biographies are to be congratulated, They have presented the stories of these 
inspiring naturalists historically and on the whole objectively, and have con-
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centrated (one must imagine deliberately) upon the events in their lives, rather 
than upon an assessment of their influence on natural history and letters. 
These are biographies and not critical biographies, in fact. The reader is largely 
left to draw his own conclusions—and why not? 

R. M. Lockley has paid his respects to the curate of Selborne with the literary 
skill that we have learned to expect of him, and he has truly reconstructed the 
personality of the modest, humorous, reverend bachelor. Indeed of all the 
works that this reviewer has read on White (and he has read most), this best 
reveals him as a man, happy in his work for Church, garden and natural 
history, tolerant of village superstition, and of his villagers' failures and foibles, 
and one of the world's greatest and kindest uncles (he enjoyed, at the end of 
his life, no less than 61 nephews and nieces, most of whom seem to have had 
also the opportunity to enjoy him.) This biography of Lockley's brings The 
Wakes, and the goings-on therein, most happily to life. No follower of White 
must fail to read it, to understand that he was quite the most human of our 
heroes of nature. 

In a short biography of this kind an open show of scholarship is out of place. 
Those who know the literature of White will quickly come to appreciate Mr. 
Lockley's care and accuracy, and recognize most of his sources of information. 
But it is a mistake that he gives us no short bibliography (and no index), for 
there are several recent editions of White's Selborne, and biographical criti
cisms of White, that the reader (fired by Mr. Lockley's fine little book) might 
consult with profit, should he wish to understand more clearly just how Gilbert 
White has become the father of—if not British natural history—at least British 
field natural history. 

Mr. Lockley's account of White fairly recounts its subject's weaknesses 
(such as they were, and they were very small human weaknesses); whereas 
Miss Tomalirt's very readable biography of Hudson does not. Yet, good writer 
as she is, she could scarcely fail, in telling the life and struggles and triumphs 
of this lonely man, to cast sidelights on the extraordinary morbidity of his 
character. Miss Tomalin, somewhat hopefully (one feels) writes: " I t was not 
any morbid strain [which produced his preoccupation with death], but a love 
of living and of beauty which was the keynote of his existence." Of course 
Hudson had both—an almost magical power of evocation and description of 
living things and scenes, and at the same time a sinister preoccupation, indeed 
obsession, with suffering, death, destruction, fire, blood and despair. 

Hudson's rather numerous biographers, Miss Tomalin among them, have 
been sensible to shine no searching torch on Hudson's queer, often sordid 
private life in London. Not for Hudson was a happy, open house full of 
nephews; his life was a dreary struggle, with the bitterness of frustration, and 
his nieces were ethereal, unreal, child-images, with sweet voices, that turn 
into birds (like Marta) that shriek in agony and despair, or (like Rima) with 
a great cry are burnt to ashes. 

I hope that Miss Tomalin will forgive her reviewer for dwelling on this 
strain in Hudson's personality. A preoccupation with persecution (of both 
wild creatures and himself) overwhelmed him when he left South America for 
England; and surely this inhibited any sympathy he had for scientific natural 
history. He thought very little of P. L. Sclater (with whom he collaborated 
on Argentine Ornithology) and no doubt Sclater thought little of him. Newton 
despised the disingenuous nature of his Bird Protection pamphlets (and 
disingenuous they were indeed), and he despised Newton. The truth was that 
he had become a novelist of the soil, while the public thought him still a 
naturalist. Who can blame it? He never lost—indeed constantly improved— 
the wonderful power of description, so beautifully shown in his late work A 
Shepherd's Life which Miss Tomalin praises so highly. Hudson probably read 
little scientific natural history later than the Origin of Species. Of natural 
phenomena his explanation could be as wild as his descriptions were inspired. 

Mr. Condry's book on Thoreau is shorter and somewhat slighter than the 
others. Well-written and sympathetic to Thoreau's involved character though 
it is, the book suffers from a remoteness of view inevitable in the work of a 
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biographer separated by an ocean from the place his subject had roots in. 
Mr. Condry has not been able to revive Concord and Walden for us as Mr. 
Lockley has been able to evoke the atmosphere of White's home at Selborne; 
but he has most skilfully contrived a portrait of Thoreau as a sentimental and 
shy liberal, with all his failure in—indeed antipathy to—translating thought 
into action (except immediate, emotion-inspired and often foolish action of a 
rather egocentric and exhibitionistic kind). This would be fair enough could 
Mr. Condry have set beside this Thoreau's many real contributions to natural 
history. Thoreau as a naturalist, through Mr. Condry's eyes, is more like 
Hudson than like White, more philosopher than critical observer. Many others, 
literary critics particularly, have made this assessment; I am quite sure it is a 
mistake. Indeed, F. H. Allen (ioio, Thoreau's Bird-Lore) showed it is a 
mistake by extracting and indexing all Thoreau's bird-notes. Together with 
those of the great ornithologist William Brewster, who succeeded Thoreau 
as the Concord chronicler, these remarkable and copious notes of Thoreau's 
have enabled Concord to become that part of the United States with the most 
continuous scientific ornithological history: this has been most interestingly 
shown by Ludlow Griscom (1949, The Birds of Concord). 

It was an interesting choice to range White, Hudson and Thoreau in the 
first of this new collection of great naturalists' biographies, for perhaps they 
are the three whose r61e has been most frequently misunderstood, or misas-
sessed: the first, a great, immortal naturalist, who seems more famous for 
his writing; the second a great novelist, who seems more famous for his 
natural history; the third a great observer who seems more famous for his 
philosophy. These little, lucid books will help to a new appreciation of their 
heroes. 

The production of these books appears to have been rather hurried, and the 
misprints and printers' slips, in Miss Tomal'm's Hudson, are unduly frequent. 
White and Thoreau sadly lack maps of their parishes, though accurate recon
structions of Selborne in White's time and Concord in Thoreau's are available. 

J-F. 

Estuary Saga. By J. G. Harrison. (Witherby, London, 1953). u s . 6d. 
DR. Jeffrey Harrison has already achieved considerable note, both as a wild-
fowler and as an ornithologist, and Estuary Saga, which is the record of his 
observations and shooting expeditions on the Elbe, reflects his interest in these 
subjects. 

The first half of the book is concerned almost entirely with wildfowling 
stories, but it contains much incidental information about the tooocraohv of 
the Elbe Estuary, and gives an excellent idea of its marshes and mudbanks. 

The later chapters contain detailed summaries of the observations of geese 
and ducks made by Dr. Harrison and his friends on some 228 visits to the 
Estuary between June, 1949, and October, 1951. The status of wildfowl on 
the remainder of the north German coast is reviewed in rather less detail: but 
much information of interest is recorded and is readily available for reference. 
Some of the information in these later chapters is at variance with, or in addi
tion to, the existing German literature notably that concerning the Pink-footed 
Goose in the Jade Basin north of Wilhelmshaven. Pink-feet were first recorded 
there in 1949, but 3,000 now winter regularly in this area where formerly 
Bean Geese were considered common. It seems that either the Pinkfeet have 
replaced the Bean Geese or that, as elsewhere, they have hitherto been incor
rectly identified-

Also of interest are the records of between 10,000 and 12,000 White-fronted 
Geese moving slowly westwards across the north German plain during October 
and November, compared with the small return migration of only 600 birds in 
spring. 

These later chapters are recommended to anyone interested in European wild
fowl, the more so as much of the British winter population appears to pass 
through the Elbe Estuary and the north German coast during the autumn 
migration. G.A.-W. 
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Observations on Starling Natural History. By Clifford J. Smith. (1953). pp. 66. 
Obtainable from Clifford J. Smith, Bootham School, York. 2s. 6d. including 
postage. 

THIS booklet was produced privately to commemorate 25 years of bird ringing 
at Bootham School, the training ground of such well known ringers as Philip 
Moon, J. A. G. Barnes and "Wippletree". 

In Britain the Starling is the most frequently ringed bird and the value of 
Bootham's contribution may be judged by the fact that nearly ten per cent of 
all the Starlings so far recovered abroad were ringed by the School. Since the 
autumn of 1951 the School Natural History Club has made an intensive study 
of Starlings and the modest aim of this booklet is "to bring into some kind of 
order the various bits of work that have been done". This is a refreshing 
understatement. The "various bits of work" include tracing roosts and flight-
lines, ringing and colour ringing, weighing, measuring and making detailed 
plumage notes, collecting parasites, making and fixing 36 nesting-boxes, detailed 
observations of nest-building, egg-laying, clutch-size, incubation (dawn to dusk 
watches were made in this period), hatching, feeding frequency and fledging. 
Information and guidance was received from Dr. Robert Carrick and many 
other sturnophiles. In bringing all this into "some kind of order" Clifford J. 
Smith discusses much of the extensive literature of the Starling, although, 
understandably, he has missed the work of Brina Kessel and other Americans. 
He also gives an original and important analysis of the relevant recoveries 
from all British-ringed Starlings, as well as from those ringed at Bootham. 
He is not afraid to theorize and most of his theories are sound; there is not 
space here, unfortunately, to discuss the very few which are doubtful or which 
are based upon insufficient evidence. 

The survey and Mr. Smith's account of it are interesting and valuable by any 
standards and deserve publication in a more permanent form. E.R.P. 
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